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Top 21 School Psychologist Interview 
Questions

1)Why students need a psychologist, given the fact they are too 
naive to understand this real world?

2)Domestic violence is a common issue witnessed by several kids. 
How can you negate its impact?

3)How will you counsel a student who lacks self-confidence and is 
under the influence of depression?

4)Name the three best software widely used for writing psychology 
reports.

5)School psychologists must be limited to students only. Comment 
on this statement.

6)How does brain transmits its message?

7)Prepare a psychomtric test for students (you might be given a 
paper or a tablet, which checks and analyzes their mental health.

8)Decsribe about a time when you showed dedication at your 
workplace.

9)How will you counsel a student facing inferiority complex as he or
she is simply not able to score good grades?

10)Decribe yourself in no more than thirty words.

11)Dreams are indispensable part of human lives that keep all of us
hooked. What is your dream job?
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12)You are pretty experienced and must have faced several 
bosses. How do you describe your best boss and worst boss?

13)Failure strikes everybody, like sunshine strikes in every part of 
the world at different points of time. How do you manage your 
workplace failure?

14)There are several schools and similar job openings. But, why 
you chose to work with us?

15)Being a psychologist is challenging and requires a greater 
application of mind as well as patience. How do you manage 
your stress levels?

16)We know you will not work without a salary. What are your 
salary expectations?

17)Being a psychologist, you will be required to perform several 
tasks in a single working day. How do you prioritize and ensure 
a timely delivery?

18)We all need something that clicks us and pushes us. What are 
your motivational factors?

19)What is your preferred mode of working – in a team or 
individually?

20)When can you start working for us?

21)Do you have any questions for us?

Source and more details: https://prepmycareer.Com/school-
psychologist-interview-questions/
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